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Transreality systems are highly complex and present a
number of unique challenges which have yet to be addressed
in HCI or IoT literature. Chief amongst these is decoupling
services from user interface (UI) implementations to facilitate
interaction with users across the wide variety of interface
modalities present in a transreality environment. Ensuring
responsiveness while protecting user privacy and security
additionally requires a novel architecture departing from the
traditional multi-tier and big data architectures commonly used
for implementing UIs and IoT systems. While some previous
work has studied the intersection of IoT and interactive systems, such as the use of IoT devices in Augmented Reality
(AR) applications, no known work has explored these speciﬁc
challenges.
We introduce the Transreality Interaction Platform (TrIP)
to address these challenges by providing a novel generalpurpose middleware implementation of the Distributed ViewModel (DVM) design pattern previously demonstrated for
Distributed User Interfaces (DUIs). A DVM is a network
shared object which represents the state and functionality of a
UI element bound to a portion of an application domain model,
effectively decoupling the application domain logic (Model)
from the implementation of the application UI (View). TrIP
is a specialized event-driven object database for managing
DVMs represented as live XML DOM objects with outof-band metadata for indexing, security policy, and other
ViewModel properties. It provides a query API for deﬁning,
manipulating, and brokering events on DVMs, which is used
by backend services managing domain Models and reusable
frontend clients providing physical and virtual Views.
In this paper, we describe the requirements of transreality
systems and detail the architecture, object model, and query
language for TrIP. We evaluate the performance of a proofof-concept TrIP implementation and demonstrate its use in
a simple transreality environment scenario. Results show the
present implementation provides an adequate foundation for
exploration of transreality interactions and also indicate areas
for future transreality systems research and development.

Abstract—The convergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) and
interactive systems will enable future interactive environments
which transcend physical and virtual reality. Embedded Things
provide sensors and actuators to virtualize the physical environment, while Interactive Things extend the virtualized environment
with modalities for human interaction, ranging from tangible and
wearable interfaces to immersive virtual and augmented reality
interfaces. We introduce the Transreality Interaction Platform
(TrIP) to enable service ecosystems which situate virtual objects
alongside virtualized physical objects and allow for novel ad-hoc
interactions between humans, virtual, and physical objects in a
transreality environment. TrIP provides a generalized middleware
platform addressing the unique challenges that arise in complex
transreality systems which have yet to be fully explored in current
IoT or HCI research. We describe the system architecture, data
model, and query language for the platform and present a proofof-concept implementation. We evaluate the performance of the
implementation and demonstrate its use integrating embedded
and interactive things for seamless interaction across physical
and virtual realities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The convergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) and interactive systems will have profound effects on the design
and implementation of future interactive environments (IEs).
While some research in the Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) and IoT communities has begun to explore these effects,
the potential for overcoming the boundaries between physical
and virtual reality has yet to be fully explored. The bulk of
previous IoT research has focused on non-interactive Embedded Things, which are hidden in the environment and provide
sensors or actuators which collectively virtualize our physical
environment to enable new kinds of interactions between
humans, services, and the physical world. We introduce the
concept of Interactive Things to refer to the combination of
an emerging subset of IoT devices providing human interface
modalities and networked Human Interface Devices (HIDs)
not traditionally considered as IoT devices. Extending the
virtualized environment (VE) provided by Embedded Things
with the interface modalities of Interactive Things enables
transreality interaction across physical and virtual environments. Service ecosystems leverage transreality environments
(TEs) to situate virtual objects alongside virtualized physical
objects to achieve novel ad-hoc interactions amongst humans,
virtual, and physical objects.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
The Internet of Things is expected to be composed of more
than 38 billion devices by 2020 [1]. The majority of these
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with IoT devices, such as using visual tracking to facilitate
AR overlays for IoT devices [19]–[24] or sensor based object
tracking to provide augmented virtuality for tangible UIs
(TUIs) in toys, gaming, and entertainment applications [25]–
[30]. The concept of mirror worlds considers mixed reality
environments where situated agents can augment the physical
world through a VE consisting of virtual objects coupled to
IoT devices [31]–[34]. While mirror worlds share a number
of similarities with transreality, research has been limited to
interactions between agents and the VE and does not consider
the much broader space of interactions possible between
humans, virtual, and physical objects.
One of the primary challenges to implementing complex interactive systems is reducing the coupling between application
logic and UI implementation to avoid the costs of developing
platform speciﬁc UIs. Cross-platform UI toolkits and UI design patterns like Model-View-Control (MVC), Model-ViewViewModel (MVVM), and Model-View-Presenter (MVP) help
to manage the complexity of UI design and implementation
and enforce decoupling between domain and UI logic [35]–
[37]. However, even when using these techniques, supporting
a wide range of device platforms still requires the development of platform speciﬁc implementations. Distributed User
Interfaces (DUIs) are complex interactive systems that allow
application UIs to be distributed across multiple devices, such
as tabletop, wall mounted, and mobile screens, necessitating
complex state synchronization and event routing between
hosts [38]. Research on DUIs has yielded the most promising approach to managing complex multi-platform interactive
systems by adapting UI design patterns to distributed systems.
The Distributed ViewModel (DVM) pattern, which derives from the MVVM pattern, effectively decouples application logic from UI implementation [39], [40]. It consists
of network-shared ViewModel objects stored in an object
database and synchronized across clients implementing application logic and platform speciﬁc Views. A similar approach
derives from the MVP pattern to provide a distributed multimodal UI framework consisting of Views on hosts providing
interface modalities, shared synchronized ViewModels, and
Presenters running on hosts managing the Model and domain
logic for an application [41]. Ravel is a data-ﬂow oriented
IoT framework that generates code for distributing MVC
components across IoT sensor devices, gateways, and cloud
hosts while coordinating components based synchronizing
portions of shared Model state across the hosts [42]. Utilizing
an object database to implement the DVM rather than a
shared ViewModel runtime provided by a framework [41], [42]
signiﬁcantly decouples the ViewModel from View and Model
component implementations. This approach frees developers to
implement Views and Models using any platform supported by
the object database client, rather than the constrained set of
platforms supported by the runtime. The shared ViewModel
also signiﬁcantly reduces the complexity of implementing
DUIs, where a shared ViewModel can be easily synchronized
and adapted across different hosts by binding to Views suitable
for each host’s available interface modalities.

devices are Embedded Things with sensors and actuators that
collectively virtualize an environment and the physical objects
contained therein, e.g., RF or visual object tracking and spatial
mapping sensors or control systems providing remote control
of equipment. Up to 12 billion IoT devices are expected to
be consumer oriented, and many of those will be interactive, such as wearables, tangibles, domotics, and smart space
devices [2], [3]. Interactive Things are distinguished from
Embedded Things by providing human interface modalities
that can be discovered and appropriated by ecosystem services
for situated user interaction [4], [5].
Much of present IoT research is derived from earlier research on RFID sensor networks and sensor databases [6]–
[10]. This lineage has led to a strong focus on sensor data
management and big data solutions for supporting the extremely large volume of sensor data expected to be generated
by billions of IoT devices [11]. To a lesser extent, there has
also been research on exposing service-oriented interfaces for
controlling large numbers of IoT devices individually and in
aggregate [6], [7]. A common thread in both is sharing sensor
data and device controls at scale to foster multi-application
ecosystems [11]. One signiﬁcant shortcoming of current IoT
platforms is the increased scale and centralization in the
cloud reduces response times, especially when services are not
collocated with the platform and require another round trip to
handle an interaction. Lack of end-user control of data has
also been cited as a shortcoming of current IoT platforms and
enforcing end-user control has led to federated IoT platforms
being proposed as a privacy and security preserving alternative
to cloud-based platforms [7], [12]. While IEs have been
frequently mentioned as application areas in IoT literature,
there is comparatively little corresponding research in HCI
literature, and no literature found from either addressing the
challenges and requirements for supporting IoT devices within
IEs [6], [7], [13].
The virtuality continuum classiﬁes perceived reality along
a spectrum ranging from purely physical reality, to mixed
and augmented reality (MR and AR), and ﬁnally to purely
virtual reality (VR) [14]. Each point along the spectrum
is associated with speciﬁc interface modalities with varying degrees of mediation between user perception and their
physical reality [15]. Examples include tangible interfaces for
physical reality, mobile phones for augmented reality, and
Head Worn Displays (HWDs) for virtual reality. Previous
work in this area has been limited to studying interaction
at speciﬁc points along the spectrum. The only known work
to consider simultaneous interaction across multiple points
along the spectrum comes from research on pervasive gaming
which introduced the concept of transreality gaming [16], [17].
We have generalized and signiﬁcantly extended these original
concepts to incorporate IoT devices for everyday interaction
across physical and virtual realities.
One of the few examples of HCI research on IoT presented
several examples using IoT devices as Human Interface Devices (HIDs) and derived guidelines for embedded interaction
with IoT [18]. A number of papers describe AR interaction
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III. T RANSREALITY S YSTEMS
Transreality environments (TEs) consist of two types of
devices: Embedded Things and Interactive Things. Embedded Things are non-interactive IoT devices with sensors and
actuators which collectively virtualize the physical environment. These may be infrastructural devices, such as building
or environmental control systems, or scanning and tracking
devices which monitor physical objects in the environment.
While not directly interactable, they provide additional affordances through the network to facilitate indirect interaction
with devices which would otherwise not be possible, such as
remote control and conﬁguration interfaces. They also enable
interaction through non-networked physical objects sensed in
the environment, such as using RFID tags placed on objects
or visual object recognition and tracking. Interactive Things
are IoT devices which extend the VE with modalities for
human interaction. These include everything from tangible and
wearable IoT interface devices like buttons, medical sensors,
and watches, to traditional human interface devices (HIDs)
like mounted and mobile screens, to immersive AR and VR
HWDs.
The virtualized environment and interface modalities provided by Embedded and Interactive Things combine to form a
seamless transreality environment enabling interaction across
a wide range of modalities. There are three types of objects
that may be situated within a TE. Virtualized objects provide
3D representations of Embedded or Interactive Things which
mimic the appearance and interactions of the physical objects
using available modalities. Examples include a thermostat
providing temperature control for a particular room in a smart
building, or smart appliances in a kitchen workspace, or
spatially tracked tangible controllers like those used with the
HTC Vive. Virtual objects are 3D objects with appearance and
interactions which imply physicality. Interaction with virtual
objects is similar to virtualized objects with the exception of
not being coupled to a physical device. Examples of virtual
objects include 3D avatars for agents, 3DUIs for services, or
arbitrary 3D content situated in the environment, like virtual
sculptures or ﬂowers. Meta objects are 2D or 3D objects
with no implied physicality, such as abstract 3DUIs, GUIs,
documents, and multimedia. These objects are most commonly
encountered using traditional screen-based HIDs and enabling
placement within transreality environments opens up new
possibilities for novel interactions and collaboration.
Service ecosystems leverage the transreality environment to
situate virtual and meta objects alongside virtualized physical
objects to enable novel interactions that have not been possible
in previous IEs. Transreality objects within the environment
may be situated within the VE, or may be mapped from
remote environments into the VE around a user. Any number
of available modalities provided by the TE may be utilized
for interaction with transreality objects and users may seamlessly utilize multiple modalities simultaneously or transition
between modalities over time. Managing multi-modal interaction with both virtual objects and Embedded and Interactive
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Fig. 1. The TrIP system architecture enables service ecosystem interaction
across a wide range of Embedded and Interactive Things using general purpose
clients implemented for speciﬁc platforms, using cross-platform toolkits, or
web-based interfaces.

Things, while simultaneously exposing the environment to
service ecosystems for interaction, is an extremely challenging
problem which no previous work in either HCI or IoT research
is known to have considered. We introduce the Transreality
Interaction Platform (TrIP) to address these challenges.
IV. T HE T RANSREALITY I NTERACTION P LATFORM
TrIP is a specialized event-driven object database designed
to provide the ﬁrst known general purpose implementation
of the Distributed ViewModel design pattern to support development of transreality environments [39], [40]. TrIP manages DVMs and provides a query interface for deﬁning and
manipulating DVMs, synchronization mechanisms for sharing
DVMs between multiple clients, and granular event brokerage
over DVM XML data structures. DVMs are managed as
persistent live XML DOM trees with out-of-band metadata
used internally for indexing, security policies, and associating
type-speciﬁc properties. TrIP places no restrictions on the
schema of ViewModels in order to allow the many available XML UI languages [43] and emerging IoT modeling
languages [44], [45] to evolve over time. Reusable platformspeciﬁc TrIP clients adapt and bind DVMs to Views supporting
available platform modalities, including the physical Views of
Interactive and Embedded Things.
A. Architecture
Although Interactive Things provide human interface
modalities that services can utilize for interaction, IoT devices
are not traditionally treated as presentation components in a
multi-tier architecture [46]. Furthermore, current IoT platforms
expose devices through data management and service-oriented
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interfaces, which reside within the data and application layers of a multi-tier architecture. This disparity complicates
development of transreality environments using existing IoT
platforms as aspects of the presentation layer leak into the
application and data tiers. TrIP addresses this issue by acting
as a presentation layer middleware that provides a uniﬁed
interface to both Embedded and Interactive Things available
in a transreality environment.
The proposed architecture for transreality systems is shown
in Fig. 1. Decoupling service logic from UI implementation
through DVMs allows for a wide variety of Embedded and
Interactive Things to be supported through reusable general
purpose TrIP clients. These clients adapt ViewModels to
available platform modalities and may be implemented using
native platform interfaces, cross-platform toolkits, or webbased interfaces. Services utilize TrIP clients within their
presentation layer to appropriate virtualized objects and situate
virtual and meta objects within the TE to facilitate user interaction. Service ecosystems share the TE to interact with users
and may also interact amongst themselves through situated
objects, such as an agent represented by an avatar which can
interact with services on behalf of a user through objects in
the TE.
Unlike most Embedded Things, the latency requirements
for Interactive Things are much more stringent to ensure
responsiveness [47]. Interactive Things also expose signiﬁcantly more personal information than non-interactive devices.
These two factors favor a decentralized platform that can
minimize latency and ensure end-user control of collected
information [7]. Most IoT platforms, however, are centralized
in the cloud and employ big data techniques to manage
the large number of devices and volume of collected sensor
data. A centralized platform incurs higher latency than a
decentralized platform as there are at least two Internet hops
between an IoT device and a service (unless the service is
collocated on the centralized platform), compared to the single
hop from a decentralized platform to the service outside of the
local network. For these reasons, the present implementation
of TrIP is architected as a standalone server connecting with
Embedded and Interactive Things through the local network
to provide local or cloud-based services access to the local
transreality environment.
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Fig. 2. An example of a DVM shared across multiple frontend and backend
TrIP clients. A resource constrained Physical Button modiﬁes a node in its
ViewModel using a query. On the TrIP server, the live DOM of the button
ViewModel is updated, triggering an event sent to XML node subscribers
(Service B) and synchronized clients (Service A and the AR Shell).

When a client submits a query to modify a ViewModel,
such as a resource limited IoT button as shown in Fig. 2, the
modiﬁcation is applied to the persistent ViewModel managed
by TrIP, which in turn triggers mutation events sent to synchronized clients with local copies of the ViewModel (Service A
and the AR Shell), or clients which have subscribed to mutation
events on a particular XML node (Service B). Similarly,
when a client modiﬁes a local copy of a ViewModel, the
mutation event is relayed to the TrIP server and applied to the
persistent ViewModel, which in turn dispatches events to other
synchronized clients or subscribers. The same mechanism is
used for general events which may be published by dispatching
the event on a node in a local copy of a ViewModel or by
submitting a publish query specifying the node. Mutations
and event dispatches must be “replayed” on the TrIP server to
allow for subscribers to mutations or events on particular XML
nodes to be properly notiﬁed. Synchronized ViewModels are
not always feasible, especially for resource constrained devices
with limited memory and processing capabilities insufﬁcient
for synchronizing an XML DOM structure. For this reason,
TrIP provides a query API for performing equivalent modiﬁcations and event dispatching on ViewModels using XPath
for selecting nodes and a set of modiﬁcation commands for
altering the XML state and structure.
While the use cases for DVMs are well studied for UIs,
nothing similar is known to have been proposed for IoT
devices. If Embedded and Interactive Things are considered
as physical Views, then their ViewModels represent their
state, functionality, and metadata — data typically managed in
aggregate by current IoT platforms. Using these ViewModels,
services can discover and appropriate devices based on contextual metadata to enable situated interaction within a TE.

B. Distributed ViewModels
The Distributed ViewModel design pattern [39], [40] provides a powerful tool for developing complex interactive
systems such as transreality environments. TrIP implements
the pattern using XML DOM data structures as ViewModels.
Compared to JSON and other serialization formats, XML is
widely used for UI modeling languages [43] and a number
of emerging IoT modeling languages [44], [45]. The XML
DOM speciﬁcation also includes mechanisms for dispatching
events through the DOM tree [48] and generating events in
response to mutations [49]. TrIP leverages these capabilities to
synchronize DVMs shared across multiple clients and provide
event brokerage over XML trees.
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QUERY := VIEWMODEL | VIRTUALIZED | ROLE
VIEWMODEL :=
( ’viewmodel’ | ’thing’ | ’service’ ) ’.’
( ’insert’, DEFINITION+
| ’find’, SELECTOR, [PROJECTION]
| ’update’, SELECTOR, MODIFIER
| ’destroy’, SELECTOR
| ’subscribe’, SELECTOR, EVENT+
| ’publish’, SELECTOR, EVENT+, ARGUMENTS?
| ’chown’, SELECTOR, Role.id )
VIRTUALIZED :=
( ’thing’ | ’service’ ) ’.’
( ’authorize’, SELECTOR, Role.id?
| ’status’, SELECTOR
| ’properties’, SELECTOR, PROPERTIES? )
ROLE :=
’role.’
( ’create’, CREDENTIAL
| ’add’, Role.id, Role.id+
| ’remove’, Role.id, Role.id+
| ’destroy’, Role.id
| ’credentials’, Role.id, CREDENTIAL
| ’grant’, Role.id, PERMISSION+, SELECTOR
| ’revoke’, Role.id, PERMISSION+, SELECTOR )
DEFINITION :=
JsonObject[ type properties ]
SELECTOR :=
JsonObject[ type properties | XPath ]
MODIFIER :=
JsonObject[ type properties | modifier command ]
EVENT := String
ARGUMENTS := JsonObject | JsonArray
PROPERTIES := JsonObject
CREDENTIAL :=
JsonObject[’username’,’password’]
| JsonObject[’username’,’certificate’]
| JsonObject[’token’]
PERMISSION :=
JsonObject[’permission’]
| JsonObject[’permission’,’object’:SELECTOR]

Thing
device_id
device_model
token
Service
description
token

ViewModel
id
name
owner
schema
xml

Role

1-n

n-n

Id
credentials
role_ids
permissions

Fig. 3. TrIP object model

They can retrieve ViewModels to observe the state of device
sensors or subscribe to events on the ViewModels to receive
real-time sensor data. Likewise, manipulating the state of
ViewModels or dispatching events on ViewModels can be used
to alter the conﬁguration of a device, invoke functionality, and
control actuators. Appropriation involves a service requesting
permissions from a device owner (if not already granted) to
observe and manipulate a device’s ViewModel. Depending
on the device capabilities, multiple services may be given
permissions on a single ViewModel, allowing sensor data to
be shared among services or control of different modalities of
a device to be assigned to speciﬁc services.
C. Object Model
The proposed object model for TrIP is shown in Fig. 3. The
present design of TrIP provides a general-purpose ViewModel
object intended for use with virtual and meta objects. Every
ViewModel has a universally unique identiﬁer, a name, and
an owner assigned by security policy. Each also contains the
XML DOM data structure which is serialized along with other
assigned metatdata. An out-of-band schema property is assigned to each ViewModel to allow queries to select ViewModel
by schema and support assigning schemas independent of any
schema deﬁned in the XML to facilitate evolution and richer
typing. For virtualized objects like Embedded and Interactive
Things, a Thing object, which descends from the ViewModel
type, adds additional metadata such as device identiﬁcation,
model information, and security tokens. Services are another
type of ViewModel which represents an ecosystem service
and allows services available in a TE to be discoverable and
interactable, such as for launching a service by publishing an
event on its ViewModel.
Roles are security policy objects used to associate credentials and other metadata with users and for storing permission
assignments. Every ViewModel is assigned an owner by reference to a Role ID. Roles can also represent policy groups
or delegates by assigning one or more other Roles to form
a hierarchy. Permissions assigned to a Role may be inherited
by delegates and delegates may also be assigned ownership of
ViewModels. Token-based authentication allows Things and
Services to be authorized to assume an assigned role without
supplying credentials. This also allows resource constrained
devices to issue queries for updating state and publishing

Fig. 4. TrIP query syntax. Production rules determine a sequence of elements
in a JSON array representing the query.

events in a single message, avoiding the typical handshake
used during credential exchange.
D. Query Language
In the present design of TrIP, a simple JSON protocol is
used and a query language based on JSON arrays allows for
efﬁcient query parsing. The query syntax is summarized in
Fig. 4. ViewModels and descendants support typical Create
Retrieve Update Delete (CRUD) operations. When inserting
new ViewModels, one or more JSON objects containing the
serialized XML and associated metadata are provided. Finding, updating, and destroying ViewModels requires a selector
JSON object containing values for a subset of the properties
to match against. An XPath property may also be provided
to retrieve ViewModels by matching against the XML DOM
structure. Update queries also include a modiﬁer JSON object,
which may set property values or contain commands for
performing XML DOM modiﬁcations, like setting or removing
attributes and adding or removing child elements. Publish and
subscribe queries on ViewModels can specify simple events on
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the ViewModel itself or on particular XML DOM nodes if an
XPath is provided in the selector. Finally, ownership can be
changed on one or more selected ViewModels.
Thing and Service objects support several additional queries.
Authorization tokens may be assigned to allow devices or
services to assume a particular Role by supplying the token.
The network connectivity status of a Thing or Service may
also be queried to determine if the device or service client
associated with the object is connected. Thing and Service
metadata properties, such as device identiﬁers or service
descriptions may be retrieved or set.
Roles provide queries for basic CRUD operations, setting
credentials for a particular Role, and granting and revoking
permissions. The permissions assigned to a Role may be
object-neutral for assigning broad capabilities to users, such as
administrative rights, or may be speciﬁc to particular objects
or object types.

1: <thing schema="button">
2:
<button name="button1">
3:
<led name="led1" state="on"></led>
4:
</button>
5: </thing>
6: [ "thing.insert",
7:
{ "name":"my-button", "schema":"button",
8:
"xml": ... } ]
9: [ "thing.remove", { "name":"my-button" } ]
10: [ "thing.find", { "owner_id": ... } ]
11: [ "thing.find",
12:
{ "name": "my-button",
13:
"\$path": "//button/led[@name=’led1’]" } ]
14: [ "thing.update",
15:
{ "name": "my-button",
16:
"\$path": "//button/led[@name=’led1’]" },
17:
{ "\$set": { "state": "on" }} ]
18: [ "thing.subscribe",
19:
{ "name": "my-button", "\$path": "//button" },
20:
"press-event" ]
21: [ "thing.publish",
22:
{ "name": "my-button", "\$path": "//button" },
23:
"press-event", ... ]

E. Query Examples
Fig. 5. Query examples

Consider the ViewModel and queries (Fig. 5) used for
an IoT button device providing a tangible UI in a simple
transreality environment (Fig. 7). The button provides a sensor
for detecting button presses and an actuator for controlling an
RGB LED for indicating state. The XML ViewModel for the
button provides a simple representation of the device (lines
1-5). The button element represents the button sensor and
when the button is pressed it dispatches a press event on
this element. The led element represents the LED actuator
and the state attribute can be modiﬁed by a service to turn
the LED on or off to notify a user. If the button device had
sufﬁcient capabilities, the ﬁrmware could use a synchronized
ViewModel to allow it to directly alter the local XML DOM or
listen and dispatch events on DOM nodes. In these examples
we assume the button device has limited capabilities and must
rely instead on the query API.
To create the ViewModel, the button issues an insert
query with a JSON object containing the XML and metadata
(lines 6-8). The result of this query will be a JSON object
for the ViewModel, including any default metadata properties
added during insertion, such as the owner id which defaults to
the authorized role for the session. To remove the ViewModel,
a remove query is issued (line 9) by providing a JSON selector which is matched against indexes to locate the ViewModel
to remove. Similarly, one or more ViewModels owned by a
particular Role can be found using a find query (line 10).
When the button ﬁrst connects to the TrIP server, it may
retrieve the persistent state of the LED by issuing a find
query including an XPath for the led element (line 11-13).
This returns the serialized XML for the led to allow for
current attribute values to be retrieved. To set the state of the
LED, a service may issue an update query (lines 14-17) which
selects the led element and performs an attribute modiﬁcation
to set the value of the state attribute.
To receive real-time notiﬁcation when the button is pressed,
services issue a subscribe query selecting the button element and specifying the press event (lines 18-20). Similarly,

the button publishes a press event specifying the button
element along with additional arguments, such as duration or
whether it was a single or double press (lines 21-23).
V. E VALUATION
A proof-of-concept implementation of TrIP has been developed to investigate transreality interactions. We present results
from a benchmark evaluation gauging the responsiveness of
the platform under varying concurrency and types of load.
We also present a demonstration of a transreality environment
implemented using the platform. Both the benchmarks and
demonstration rely on queries similar to the button ViewModel
query examples shown previously.
A. Proof-of-Concept Implementation
We have developed a proof-of-concept TrIP implementation
using Javascript and Node.js [50]. While not optimal for a
large-scale deployment, the event-driven Node.js framework is
highly scalable and well suited for real-time message oriented
systems such as TrIP. The present implementation utilizes
an in-memory object database with log-based persistence to
manage the XML DOM and metadata associated with ViewModel objects (Roles and session state are persisted using the
same facilities). AVL-tree indexes over ViewModel metadata
are constructed from the persistent log upon startup and used
during query processing to quickly select ViewModels for
operations and detect unique constraint violations. Simple
two-phase locking provides concurrency control to prevent
conﬂicts among asynchronous modiﬁcation queries; locking is
not performed for read-only queries like find and publish
queries. In addition to XML DOM event dispatching, simple
events may be published/subscribed on the ViewModel itself,
this includes a reserved mutation event used for synchronization amongst clients.
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TrIP clients have been implemented for Javascript (Node.js
and web browser with WebSockets), C#, and Unity3D. Transreality shells which render DVMs on a particular platform have been developed for web browsers, the Microsoft
Hololens, and the HTC Vive. The Hololens shell leverages
the spatial mapping capabilities of the device to virtualize
the surrounding environment, share the generated 3D meshes
using a ViewModel representing the virtualized environment,
and position objects relative to the mapped environment. The
Vive shell renders the virtualized environment and objects
situated therein. The browser-based shell provides a crossplatform GUI interface for browsing and interacting with
objects in a TE, such as for remotely controlling devices or
collaborating with other users in a TE if a HWD is unavailable.

DOM node. For each query type and cardinality, 200 simulated
TrIP clients issue a collective total of 800 queries at concurrencies varying from 3 to 180. Clients are selected to issue a query
in round-robin fashion (up to the concurrency limit) as soon as
a client completes a query. For each variation the TrIP server
is restarted and initialized with 1000 ViewModels. Each client
operates on a mutually exclusive set of ViewModels created
during warm-up after each client connects. For publish
queries the cardinality sets the total number of subscribers
on each ViewModel and each client publishes an event on a
single ViewModel. Published events are echoed back to the
publishing client after being sent to all other subscribers to
measure the round trip time (RTT) for each event. Throughput
and response time statistics are collected over 5 runs of each
variation. The TrIP server ran in one process while clients
were simulated by a Node.js load generator running in another
process. The evaluation was performed on a single host with
dual Intel Xeon E5335 2.00GHz CPUs (8 cores total) with 16
GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.04.5.
2) Results: The results of the evaluation are shown in
Fig. 6. The decreasing publish query throughput is unexpected
and is due to limitations of the load generator caused by
incoming events interfering with publish query responses and
causing a reduction in the throughput. Both CRUD and publish
query response times increase linearly with concurrency as
expected. CRUD query throughput degrades by more than half
when the cardinality increases, while publish query throughput
only decreases slightly. Corresponding increases in query
response times are also observed. For both query types, the
100ms responsiveness constraint is exceeded at relatively low
concurrency levels, restricting the present implementation to
use with small-scale transreality environments where less than
≈ 10 concurrent queries are expected at any time.
It is clear that there are scalability issues with the proof-ofconcept implementation that must be addressed as the platform
is optimized to support larger and more complex transreality
environment. However, the performance is adequate for supporting initial investigations into transreality interaction using
small-scale transreality environments. In these cases the concurrency and overall query rates are expected to be relatively
low as most interactions with either Embedded or Interactive
Things are bursty and transient. One exception is devices
providing real-time spatial tracking which will continuously
update ViewModels as device or objects locations change in
the environment. Supporting more than ≈ 5 of these devices
in a transreality environment will require future optimization
to increase publish query throughput and reduce mean event
RTT. It is important to note that very little optimization
was performed during development. There are many avenues
available to optimize critical paths and increase performance
beyond the baseline results provided by this proof-of-concept.

B. Performance
Response time is the most important performance metric
for interactive systems. User studies suggest that the response time for an interaction must be less than 100ms to
appear instantaneous [47]. Our evaluation methodology seeks
to quantify the performance limits of the proof-of-concept
TrIP implementation under response time constraints, namely
the maximum query rate and concurrency levels for varying
types of load. TrIP is implemented using Node.js, which uses
a single-process event-driven architecture to support highly
concurrent loads. While this avoids thread switching costs typical of thread-per-connection architectures, there is an upper
bound on the maximum throughput imposed by the eventloop and query processing costs. Above this bound, incoming
queries are delayed and queued for processing resulting in
reduced response times. Since query operations are executed
synchronously, they may also block the event-loop and further
reduce throughput by delaying the processing of asynchronous
I/O operations.
1) Methodology: For CRUD queries the cost varies by
query type and query cardinality (the number of affected
objects) and consists of concurrency controls (locking, committing, and releasing objects), executing query operations
(querying indexes, ﬁltering objects, modifying objects, updating indexes, and persisting changes), and sending responses
with query results. For publish queries the processing cost is
relatively small and consists of a retrieval to ﬁnd the target
ViewModel and either a subscription lookup or dispatching
an event through the ViewModel DOM which is handled by
subscribers. However, if the number of subscribers for an
event (the cardinality) is large or there are large numbers
of concurrent events being published the outbound message
queue can quickly become saturated and signiﬁcantly reduce
responsiveness.
To quantify the query processing costs and the responsiveness of the TrIP implementation, the mean throughput and
response time were measured for a number of different query
types and varying cardinalities and concurrencies. Six query
types were evaluated with cardinalities of n = 1 and n = 10:
CRUD queries (insert, find, update, remove), and
publish queries against a ViewModel and against an XML

C. Demonstration
Using the proof-of-concept implementation of TrIP we
demonstrate a simple transreality environment in which users
can interact with a virtualized button in AR using a Microsoft
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Fig. 6. Evaluation results for CRUD and publish queries with cardinalities n = 1 and n = 10. CRUD query throughput decreases with increasing cardinality
while publish query throughput only decreases slightly. For n = 1, response times exceed the 100ms responsiveness constraint above 10 concurrent queries
for both CRUD and event operations. For n = 10, nearly all CRUD queries exceed the constraint. Event RTTs exceed the 100ms constraint above ≈ 7
concurrent queries for n = 1 and above ≈ 6 for n = 10.

Hololens
Shell

state of the virtualized button and responds to presses of the
button by ﬂashing its LED. A system diagram for the proofof-concept demonstration in Fig. 7 depicts the DVMs used,
their types and schemas, the relationships between them, and
the associated frontend and backend clients. Images in the
diagram depict how the button is perceived in each modality
provided by the frontend clients.

TrIP
Hololens Shell
Thing <Spatial Shell>

User 1
User 2

Vive
Shell

Environment
ViewModel <Space>

Vive Shell
Thing <Spatial Sh elll>

User 2
User 1

The Hololens Shell, Vive Shell, and Button DVMs are assigned spatial locations and orientations relative to the spatial
mapping of the environment generated by the Hololens and
stored in the Environment DVM. The Vive Shell retrieves
the spatial mapping from the Environment DVM to display
the virtualized environment in VR. Both the Hololens and
Vive shells display an avatar representing the position and
orientation of other Spatial Shell DVMs, and a 3D representation of the virtualized button within the VE. The Web
Shell schema does not support spatial locations, so it does
not appear situated in the VE when viewed through the
Hololens or Vive. However, through the web shell, a user can
browse for DVMs matching the Button schema and display
a GUI interface for interacting with the button. Note that the
Environment and Button DVMs are shared and synchronized
across frontend and backend clients, and that the application
logic of the Button Monitor service is completely decoupled
from the multi-modal views presented through the shells and
the virtualized button. Implementing even this simple system
using traditional UI design and architectural techniques would
have required signiﬁcant development effort. As support for
new platforms is added, development costs would increase and
would be largely duplicated for every subsequent application
developed.

Web Shell
Thing <Web Shell>

Web
Shell

Button
Thing <Button>

User 3
Button
Monitor

Fig. 7. System components of the proof-of-concept demonstration. TrIP
clients are shown along with associated DVMs. The objects depicted in the
shells represent objects visible to each user. Images show the virtualized button
as perceived in each modality (counterclockwise from top left): in AR a virtual
button is overlaid on the physical button, in VR the button is situated in the
VE, for the web the button is represented as a GUI, ﬁnally we show the
physical button used in the demo.

Hololens, in VR using an HTC Vive, remotely using a webbased GUI, and physically by directly pressing the button.
Users can observe each other within the same VE as though
physically present, allowing a user in VR to see an AR
user standing next to them and “physically” pass a virtual
object to the AR user and vice versa. The virtualized button
is implemented using a Node.js client running on a Linuxbased embedded computer using GPIO to control an LED and
detect button presses. A button monitoring service observes the
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Transreality is an extremely deep concept with many facets
to be explored in future work. The proof-of-concept platform provides a basis for studying transreality interactions
and discovering novel interactions not possible in previous
interactive environments. Many of these novel interactions
rely heavily on spatial context, which currently is embedded
within the ViewModel XML. Extending the object model to
include spatial metadata and implementing spatial indexes
over that metadata can allow for complex spatial relationships
to be queried, such as proximity, nearest neighbors, and
relative orientations. As we develop more complex transreality
systems, ViewModel composition will become necessary to
represent more complex relationships between ViewModels,
such as when an object is displayed within a shell, or when
a shared conﬁguration is applied to multiple Things. While
it is possible to deﬁne compositions within XML, not every
schema will support the same syntax, and it will be necessary
to deﬁne compositions in out-of-band metadata. The current
implementation does not support efﬁcient XPath queries over
ViewModels, as it relies on a scan operation to apply the
XPath on each ViewModel. Indexing XML elements will allow
XPath queries to be efﬁciently performed over large subsets
of ViewModels, enabling pattern based queries for discovering
ViewModels with particular structures, such as ﬁnding all
objects which provide a notiﬁcation modality within proximity
of a user. These are just a few possible directions for future
research and development on TrIP.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Transreality environments are highly complex interactive
systems which will become more prevalent in the coming years
as interactive systems and the Internet of Things converge. Service ecosystems leverage the virtualized environment provided
by Embedded Things and the interface modalities provided
by Interactive Things to situate virtual objects alongside
virtualized physical objects, which allows for novel ad-hoc
interactions between humans, virtual, and physical objects.
To explore the space of transreality interactions and foster
further research, we developed a proof-of-concept Transreality Interaction Platform: a specialized event-driven object
database based on the Distributed ViewModel pattern which
provides a novel architecture for decoupling service logic from
UI implementation to simultaneously support a wide range of
interface modalities. We evaluated the platform for a number
of common query types to determine responsiveness under
varying loads and concurrency levels, and we demonstrated
the platform for integrating embedded and interactive things
for seamless physical/virtual interaction in a simple trasreality
environment. This work provides a foundation for future
research into transreality interaction and exploration of novel
and compelling interactions which span physical and virtual
realities.
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